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FIU Department of Theatre and Dance presents

SIX ONE-ACT PLAYS by David Ives

OCTOBER 17-27, 1996
Join us in welcoming the new Wertheim Performing Arts Center at Florida International University with the first studio show of the 1996-97 FIU Theatre Season. **ALL IN THE TIMING** is a collection of six short plays which all share an enchanting intelligence, refreshing originality and marvelous off-beat humor. Among the plays are: **Sure Thing**, a depiction of the difficulties of a first meeting between a man and a woman which humorously presents all of the potential pitfalls of such an encounter; **Words, Words, Words**, which gives us the proverbial three monkeys, left in a room with typewriters to produce Hamlet; and **The Universal Language**, an uproarious view of the creator of a Unamundo, a new universal language (in which the word for welcome is velcro). The New York Times says “Ives is wizardy, magical and funny, a master of language. He uses words for their meanings, sounds and associations, spinning conceits of a sort I’ve not seen or heard before. He’s an original.”

**DIRECTOR**
Wayne E. Robinson, Jr.

**LIGHTING DESIGN**
Douglas Molash

**DESIGN CONSULTATION**
Douglas Molash and Marilyn Skow

**DATES**
October 17-19 and October 24-26 at 8 p.m.
Oct. 20 & 27 Sunday matinee at 2 p.m.

**LOCATION**
Florida International University
Wertheim Performing Arts Center
Studio Theatre
SW 8th Street @ 107th Avenue

**TICKETS & INFORMATION**
(305) 348-3789